Bar covers
for existing pools and pools under construction

MAMBO
Summer and winter,
cover your pool in total safety
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Mambo is a lacquered cover reinforced with aluminium bars.
It rolls up and out effortlessly, providing excellent protection for
your pool.

MAMBO

Mambo is simple to use
Simply pull on a strap to roll the cover out. It can be rolled up
effortlessly using the crank. No complicated mechanisms, no risk
of breakdowns.

Mambo is practical

A motorised crank is available as an option.
Fast and easy to use, a cover over a 10 m pool can be
rolled up in 45 seconds.

A single cover to install for years of care-free enjoyment. You
escape the nuisance of seasonal cover changes and the
drudgery: cleaning, folding and storing the cover removed
unfolding and installation of the other cover.
Chose comfort, choose Mambo.

Mambo is harmonious

3years

Garantee

- talkywalky.com (05/2014a)

With its two lacquered surfaces, MAMBO stays clean;
it is easily washed down with a blast of water.

range

To enhance the cover’s visual appeal, the bars are
lacquered the same colour as the cover fabric (except for the
grey bars which are anodised), a PROCOPI exclusive.

Mambo covers are available in 4 colours:
blue/beige, green/beige, beige/beige and grey/beige.
The underside of the cover is always beige to prevent staining
that could occur where the fabric is in contact with the coping.

Mambo is strong
MAMBO comprises a UV treated, strong (650g/m2) hard
wearing polyester fabric membrane. The cover fabric continues
underneath the bars for enhanced mechanical strength. This
strong membrane is lacquered on both surfaces to withstand
wear and tear, physical and chemical attacks, and the weather.
Extruded aluminium bars strengthen and stiffen the cover so that
it would not be damaged by a child falling onto it

Winter kit (designed to withstand the weight of snow)
- Inﬂatable ﬂoats made of 0.50 mm thick PVC with a
valve for inﬂation and eyelets for attachment.
- 2 ﬂoats for pools less than or equal to 4 m wide.
- 3 ﬂoats for pools more than 4 m wide.
- Straps and attachment ﬁttings.
- 1 foot pump.

Mambo covers feature eyelets the same colour as the cover
fabric along both lengths to allow the attachment of straps in
regions subject to strong winds.
The cover is delivered with its fastening system and a crank (a
second crank is enclosed with covers that are wider than 4.90 m).

Dealer’s stamp

MAMBO
Legal information
MAMBO complies with the French standard NF P 90-308 (May 2004 version concerning pool
protection) in as far as all the components of the cover are provided by PROCOPI. A safety cover
for pools intended to deny children under ﬁve access to the pool. This cover is no substitute for
common sense or individual responsibility. Nor is it intended to replace the vigilance of parents and/
or responsible adults which remains key to ensuring the protection of young children.
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Mambo is easy to clean

